In the spring of 1989, more than one million Chinese students and residents
occupied Beijing's Tiananmen Square and began the largest political
protest in communist China's history. The student-led demonstrations
called for democracy, free speech and a free press. Six weeks of protests
ended with the Tiananmen Square massacre. The protests were eventually
halted by the Chinese government.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-48489002

Exactly three decades have passed since the Tiananmen Square massacre
of 1989. The events of 4th June 1989 is as an example of how the invincible
spirit of China’s citizens, stand up to their government and make their
voices heard.
https://www.thecitizen.in/index.php/en/NewsDetail/index/6/17048/Tiananmen-in-Perspective--Thirty-Years-On

http://www.zimbio.com/pictures/kR9lHgklzsk/Tiananmen+Square+Symbol+New+China

ACTIVITIES
At the end of the unit students should be able to answer the following Think, Puzzle and
Explore questions

THINK

PUZZLE

EXPLORE

 What type of government
controls China?
 What Chinese city is
Tiananmen Square located?
 What did Tiananmen Square
historically symbolise before
the 1989 massacre?
 What incident occurred in
Tiananmen Square in June
1989?
 Why did students and
residents protest at
Tiananmen Square? What did
they protest about?
 What is martial law?
 On June 4, 1989, Tiananmen
Square became a war zone?
List the key individuals and
groups involved in the
fighting.
 Why did a man stand in front
of the tank and how did the
tank respond? Search for
three adjectives to describe
the ‘Tank Man’. What does
the Tank Man symbolise to
the world?
 How is the Chinese
Communist Party erasing the
history of the 1989
Tiananmen Square massacre?
 What became of
Tiananmen’s’ dissidents after
1989?
 What was Operation Yellow
Bird?
 What was the world’s
response to the massacre?

 In Spring 1989, protests
occurred not only in Beijing but
all over China? Where? Why?
 How many people were arrested
and killed in the Tiananmen
massacre? Why do these figures
differ?
 What occurred on the 30th
Anniversary of the massacre in
mainland China and Hong
Kong? Why did the responses
differ?
 In 1989, the students were
offered amnesty if they left
Tiananmen Square. What does
this mean?
 Who was watching the foreign
press? Why did they require
being watched?
 How was the Tank Man film
saved from Chinese authorities?
 ‘Nothing happened’ in June
1989! Who said this statement?
Why?
 Why does the Chinese youth not
talk about the 1989 massacre?
 Why can’t Chinese youth be
blamed for their missing
history?
 An older generation is not
allowed to remember, a new
generation is not allowed to
know. How did the Chinese
Communist Party achieve this
outcome?
 Why were the protests and
massacre at Tiananmen Square
so significant to the history of
China?

 China maintains censorship
over the people, media and ICT.
What does this mean? What are
the benefits of free censorship?
How does it differ to Australia?
 Explain the importance of
liberty, democracy, personal
and press freedom.
 Human Rights. Explain how
Tiananmen injustice has fuelled
repression 30 years later.
Explore post Human Rights
activism in Tiananmen China.
 Civics and Citizenship
The Chinese Communist Party
wanted power at all costs. How
did it achieve this outcome?
 What was the Australian
Government’s response to
the 1989 massacre?
 Hong Kong is governed
under the ‘one country, two
systems framework’.
Explain this statement.
Describe the problems
arising from this difficult
political situation.
 Why is there only a remote
chance of a repeat of China’s
Tiananmen Square massacre?
Do you agree?
 ‘Forgetting isn’t just easy; it’s
often necessary’. What does this
mean in light of the 1989
Tiananmen Square massacre in
China?
 How has China changed since
the 1989 massacre?

INFOGRAPHIC
TIANANMEN SQUARE JUNE 1989

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/f9/04/13/f904134e4d4fc5268526527101bdcac8.jpg
ICT
 Video: Al Jazeera segment on the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989.
https://allthatsinteresting.com/tiananmen-square-massacre-protests-1989

ACTIVITIES
 Take a historic tour of Tiananmen Square in Beijing at http://www.tsquare.tv/tour to
learn about its presence and significance in Chinese history.
 In groups research the significance of Tiananmen Square in Beijing-include:
 Central geographical location-significance of the location Tiananmen Square in
Beijing
 Features (People’s Heroes monument, flagpole, portrait of Mao, gates, Mao’s
mausoleum)
 Historical importance (Mao declares the People’s Republic of China from the
Tiananmen gate)
 Cultural and social values (entrance to the Forbidden City)
 In pairs answer one of the following topics in the infographic:
 Describe the build-up of political unrest
from April 17 to June 2 1989.
 Explain the sequence of assaults by the
Chinese army June 4-June 5 1989.
 Clarify the actions of the ‘Tank Man’.
Were his actions courageous or
irresponsible?
 Illustrate the variations in the death toll.
Explain why the statistics differ?
Present information as an oral report.
http://multimedia.scmp.com/tiananmen/

"GODDESS OF DEMOCRACY"
A statue became a powerful player in
Tiananmen Square in 1989, reinvigorating the
student protests and infuriating Communist
Party leaders who crushed the demonstrations,
and the statue, five days after its birth.
The statue is made in the style of the Statue of
Liberty to represent their desire for a more
democratic rule in Communist China.
https://sinosphere.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/the-rise-and-fall-ofthe-goddess-of-democracy/

ICT
The Rise and Fall of the Goddess of Democracy
https://sinosphere.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/the-rise-and-fall-of-the-goddess-of-democracy/

1989 EVENT SEQUENCE
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/timeline-tiananmen-square/
https://coconuts.co/hongkong/news/timeline-of-a-massacre-a-brief-primer-on-key-events-surrounding-the-tiananmen-crackdown/
https://edss0471.files.wordpress.com/2010/10/lesson-plan.doc https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-27404764
https://edition.cnn.com/2013/09/15/world/asia/tiananmen-square-fast-facts/index.html.
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 Political corruption, inflation, revolutions in Europe
 Split within the Communist Party of China between
o Hard-liners (Premier Li Peng; President Yang Shangkun) and
o Reformers (Hu Yaopang)
 Death of a reformer, Hu Yaopang, triggers a student movement.
 Hu had been a symbol of anti-corruption and political reform.
 Tens of thousands of university students begin gathering spontaneously in
Tiananmen Square, Beijing, the nation’s symbolic central space.
 Premier Li Peng, suspects “black hands” of “bourgeois liberal elements”
undermining the government. Li argues that the protests should be “nipped in the
bud.” However, Zhao convinces them to wait, stating, “Our main task is to be sure
the memorial service for Comrade Yaopang goes off smoothly.”
 Inflammatory editorial. The state-run newspaper, the People's Daily, publishes an
editorial entitled The Necessity for a Clear Stand against Turmoil, accusing the
protesters of rejecting the Communist Party.
 The editorial sets off more demonstrations in other Chinese cities.
 Protests mushroom. 100 000 students and other demonstrators call for liberal
reforms – press freedom, government accountability and crackdown on corruption.
 “In Beijing one in 10 of the population was joining in” explains Jan Wong, a foreign
journalist in Beijing.
 Party leaders are aware of the foreign press coverage of the demonstrations, but
remain split over how to stop the protests and get the students to return to classes.
 Demonstrator numbers rise. The action coincides with the 70th anniversary of the
Fourth of May movement-an intellectual movement that desired a stronger China.
 Hunger strikes in Tiananmen Square places pressure on the Communist Party and
triggers wider protests across China. The move draws broad public support.
 One of the protestors printed manifestos reads: “The nation is in crisis — beset by
rampant inflation, illegal dealing by profiteering officials, abuses of power, corrupt
bureaucrats, the flight of good people to other countries and deterioration of law and
order. Compatriots, fellow countrymen who cherish morality, please hear our voices!”
 Gorbachev’s (USSR) state visit.
 The protests force authorities to cancel plans to welcome him in Tiananmen Squarea huge embarrassment for the Chinese government.
 General Secretary Zhao Ziyang visits the demonstrators. Makes a final,
unsuccessful appeal for a compromise.
 Student leaders learn of the plan to declare martial law. They stage a mass sit-in in
Tiananmen Square that draws about 1.2 million supporters, including members of
the police, military and industrial workers.
 Li Peng declares martial law. “We must adopt firm and resolute measures to end
the turmoil swiftly, to maintain the leadership of the party as well as the socialist
system.”
 For the first time in 40 years of Communist rule, Peoples’ Liberation Army (PLA)
troops occupied Beijing. Some armed forces, broke ranks as they were against
enforcing martial law.
 The soldiers were ordered not to fire on civilians, even if provoked. For three days
they were stuck — unable to reach protestors in Tiananmen Square and unable to
withdraw from the city.
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later

 Over the next week, demonstrations continue, and Beijing operates with little police
presence and a virtually free press.
 Communist Party approved decision to put down the "counter-revolutionary riot"
by force.
 Hundreds of thousands of troops approached Beijing from all four corners of the city.
Students and residents flooded the streets to block them.
 The first rounds of gun fire from the army surprised protestors, as they did not believe
the army would attack.
 Night of bloodshed.
 Bloodshed continues
 The government hails the military intervention as a victory. An editorial states that
the army would severely punish "lawless people who plan riots and disturb social
order". There is still a debate about how many people were killed.
 The army now has complete control of Beijing.
 Tank Man. The world witnessed an unarmed man blocking tanks as they moved
along Chang'an Avenue towards Tiananmen Square.
 Deng Xiaoping’s speech to military officers praises their efforts, and blames the
turmoil on counter-revolutionaries who wanted to overthrow communism.
 Operation Yellow Bird: Hong Kong activists smuggle students to safety.
 Western economic sanctions imposed and arms embargoes on China
 Media controls tightened in China.
 Freedom of speech restricted in China.
 Cuba and East Germany, among others, supported the Chinese government and
denounced the protests.
 Overseas Chinese students demonstrated in Europe, America, Middle East and Asia
 The 30th anniversary of Tiananmen Square marked by repression, nationalism
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/the-30th-anniversary-of-tiananmen-square-marked-by-repressionnationalism/


Timeline: China's post-Tiananmen re-emergence onto the world
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-tiananmen-timeline-landmarks/timeline-chinas-post-tiananmen-reemergence-onto-the-world-idUSKCN1SX0IE

 How has China changed since Tiananmen Square
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/tiananmen-square-tank-man-china/

YouTube/Video
 30 years after the Tiananmen Square crackdown, dissidents in China and in exile
speak on why the wounds still haven’t been healed https://www.scmp.com/video/scmporiginals/3012235/30-years-after-tiananmen-square-crackdown-dissidents-china-and-exile


Tiananmen Square: China 30 years on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NK9bU7Rol0k

Lesson Plan
 What happened in Tiananmen Square in China in 1989?
https://china.usc.edu/sites/default/files/forums/Lesson%20Plan%20on%20Tiananmen%20Square.pdf

Teaching Resource
Voices from Tiananmen is an excellent resource for History lessons. It includes
interviews, quotes, photographs and videos. http://multimedia.scmp.com/tiananmen/
These personal accounts, gathered from recent video interviews, as well as memoirs, shed
new light on the hope and despair left by those days.
“You had virtually the whole of Beijing and people inside the government, even writers at the
People’s Daily, sympathising with the demonstrators.”
Perry Link, China scholar and eyewitness

ACTIVITY: TIME SEQUENCE
BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER 1989 INCIDENT
In groups, design an annotated photo story covering before, during and after the Tiananmen
Square massacre in 1989. Use internet sites such as Getty
https://www.gettyimages.com.au/photos/tiananmen-square?sort=mostpopular&mediatype=photography&phrase=tiananmen%20square
http://www.chinatoday.com/history/tiananmen_1989/tiananmen_1989_03.htm

For example
1. Demonstrators march towards Tiananmen
Square carrying the "Goddess of
Democracy," June 1.Peter

2.

Demonstrators square off against military personnel
during the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989.
https://allthatsinteresting.com/tiananmen-square-massacreprotests-1989

Charlesworth/LightRocket via Getty Images
https://www.gettyimages.com.au/detail/newsphoto/pro-democracy-student-demonstrators-marchtheir-way-towards-news-photo/158661325

3.

China's Peoples’ Liberation Army (PLA) soldiers
leap over a barrier in Tiananmen Square during
heavy clashes with protestors, June 4, 1989.
https://www.rfa.org/english/news/china/tianmen-revelations12212017131357.html

5.

Destroyed buses, run over by Chinese Army
tanks during the night of violence in and
around Tiananmen Square. June 4.
https://allthatsinteresting.com/tiananmen-squaremassacre-protests-1989#34

4.

Bodies lie dead after the Tinanamen massacre
https://allthatsinteresting.com/tiananmen-square-massacreprotests-1989

PRIMARY RESEARCH
SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST
June 4, 1989

https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/117797346489448669
http://multimedia.scmp.com/tiananmen/

30 YEARS AFTER CHINA’S 1989
CRACKDOWN
https://series.scmp.com/june4/

CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP
China was gripped by a pro-democracy movement in 1989, triggered by the death of
reformist ex-leader Hu Yaobang. Mass street protests, weeks-long sit-ins and hunger strikes
at Tiananmen Square by students and residents occurred. Demonstrators complained about
corruption and demanded greater democracy as well as government transparency. The
social unrest culminated in a brutal military crackdown on June 4 ordered by Beijing that
effectively ended the movement.
In 2019, thirty years later, the massacre continues to be a controversial topic.

WHY BEIJING STILL THINKS IT GOT IT RIGHT IN 1989
Jun Mai looks at why the
Communist Party refuses to
reverse its condemnation of
student-led pro-democracy
protests in Beijing’s Tiananmen
Square on June 4, 1989.

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3010835/30-years-tiananmen-square-crackdown-why-beijing-still-thinks-it

HISTORY/CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP
Communist Party’s:
 Decision in 1989 remains unchanged today. The Communist Party was going to hold on to
power at all costs, and never again would a popular movement be allowed to try to loosen
its political grasp.
 Hardliners saw that increasing democratic choice would spell the end of their absolute
monopoly on power.
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-china-blog-48455582

ACTIVITIES

 Refer to the following websites for further information:
o Tiananmen Square: Chinese minister defends 1989 crackdown
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-48489002
o China’s robot censors go into overdrive in the run-up to 2019 Tiananmen
anniversary
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3011863/chinas-robotcensors-go-overdrive-run-tiananmen-anniversary

HOW AND WHY DID BEIJING
KEEP 1989 A SECRET?
An older generation is not
allowed to remember, a new
generation is not allowed to
know.
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-china-blog48455582

“[China’s leaders] fear
opening the case again for
honest discussions of the
horrors in the past could
snowball into another
popular revolt.”
Perry Link, co-editor of The Tiananmen
Papers

The Tiananmen massacre is one of
China's most censored topics. Here's a
look at what gets banned
https://time.com/5571372/tiananmenmassacre-june-4-1989-china-censorship/
An illustration referencing the high levels of censorship in China. https://allthatsinteresting.com/tiananmen-square-massacre-protests-1989

HIDDEN HISTORY OF TIANANMEN SQUARE MASSACRE

https://allthatsinteresting.com/tiananmen-square-massacre-protests-1989

ACTIVITIES

 In pairs select three photographs from this website that inform the reader that the 1989
Tianamen Square massacre occurred. Explain why you think this is not ‘fake’ news.
 Assess the usefulness of photographic evidence and footage of the Tiananmen Square
Massacre in 1989.

ERASING HISTORY
By Josephine Ma, Guo Rui
For 30 years the Communist
Party has refused to revisit
June 4, doubling down
against calls to check its
power. But its long-term
authoritarian survival
strategy raises big risks of
its own (21 May, 2019)

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3011008/high-price-denial-cost-china-sweeping-tiananmen-crackdown-under

ACTIVITIES

 Explain the message in this cartoon
YouTube/Video
 Can China erase history? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRkD498VR2c
Since the advent of social media, the 1989 demonstrations have become one of the most
heavily censored topics on the Chinese internet. Despite government censorship, people
in China have continued to post online remembrances and commemorate the protests,
often using coded language and memes. In an effort to preserve online dissent,
researchers at the Universities of Hong Kong and Toronto have published an archive of
censored content related to Tiananmen Square and the 1989 pro-democracy movement. It
includes thoughts by people who witnessed events at Tiananmen Square 30 years ago.
 China tried to erase the memory of the Tiananmen massacre. These people won't
forget. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3xMaEdLLk8
 ChinaFile Erasing History — Why Remember Tiananmen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjUhcSmmRio; https://asiasociety.org/newyork/events/chinafile-presents-erasing-history-why-remember-tiananmen
 Tiananmen Square crackdown 30 years on: why the wounds haven't healed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiYJ_0ZpV9Q
ICT
 Tiananmen 30 years on - China's great act of 'forgettance’
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-china-blog-48455582
 Tiananmen Square massacre still remembered by Chinese soldiers and witnesses 30
years on https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-06-02/tiananmen-square-massacre-30-yearanniversary/11163332
 The Hidden History of the Tiananmen Square Massacre. The Chinese Communist
Party vs. “Bourgeois Liberalism” https://allthatsinteresting.com/tiananmen-squaremassacre-protests-1989
Inside China, an army of online censors have scrubbed clean social media, removing articles,
memes, hashtags or photos alluding to the Tiananmen crackdown ahead of June 4. 2019
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-censorship-wikipedia/online-encyclopedia-wikipedia-blocked-in-china-ahead-of-tiananmenanniversary-idUSKCN1SL121

Tiananmen Square 30th
anniversary: How China erased
iconic 'tank man' image for
young people
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-0604/tiananmen-30th-anniversary-young-people-dontknow-tank-man/11152324

A Piece of Red Cloth, 2014: An
iconic Tiananmen memorial
cartoon. The title is a reference to
a famous song by the Chinese
rocker Cui Jian, who sang at the
Tiananmen protests 15 days before
the massacre. https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/06/04/chinas-rebel-cartoonist-unmasks/
Nothing Happened signs have
become a part of the collective
consciousness. A parody sign
debuted on the Goo Goo Gai Pan
episode of The Simpsons, first
aired on March 13, 2005. "On this
site, in 1989, nothing happened,"
appeared as the family walked
through Tiananmen Square, an
obvious reference to the
momentous events of that year and
subsequent efforts to wipe it from
Chinese memory. https://www.howderfamily.com/blog/tag/tiananmen-square/

ACTIVITY
China tried to repress the memory of the brutal crackdown in Tiananmen Square. Thirty years
later, Beijing is still terrified of its legacy.
In pairs take on the role of one of the following people. Describe their perspectives on the
Tiananmen Square massacre 1989

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/opinions/global-opinions/tiananmen-square-a-massacreerased/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.d26d1af7ddf5

GENERATION AMNESIA
WHY CHINA’S YOUTH DON’T TALK ABOUT TIANANMEN
By Mimi Lau, Phoebe Zhang
Censorship, silence and time
have created a gulf between
the young people who
witnessed the crackdown 30
years ago and those who came
after them (26 May, 2019)

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3011892/generation-amnesia-why-chinas-youth-dont-talk-about-tiananmen

Forgetting isn’t just easy; it’s often necessary. As Louisa Lim writes in her new book The
People’s Republic of Amnesia, “moving on—not dwelling on the past—has become a key
survival tactic, perhaps the most important one.”
https://newrepublic.com/article/117983/tiananmen-square-massacre-how-chinas-millennials-discuss-it-now

If you ask the millennials, I guarantee you 90% of them don’t know. 26-year-old Shenzhen
art teacher
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3011892/generation-amnesia-why-chinas-youth-dont-talk-about-tiananmen

Chinese youth can’t be blamed for their missing sense of history – they don’t know any
better
https://www.scmp.com/comment/opinion/article/3014230/chinese-youth-cant-be-blamed-their-missing-sense-history-they-dont

"I think it's already been forgotten": How China's millennials talk about Tiananmen
Square by Christopher Beam
https://newrepublic.com/article/117983/tiananmen-square-massacre-how-chinas-millennials-discuss-it-now

I recently met up with two young men at a quiet café in Beijing and told them I wanted to talk about
June 4, 1989. One of them, let’s call him Wang, slapped the table and rose from his seat. “Sorry, I’m
leaving!” he announced.
A moment later, though, he sat back down: He was just joking. “This is the reaction most people
have,” said Liu, his friend. “Their thinking is, ‘Better not mention it.’”
“Another reaction is, ‘What is that?’” Wang said. “A lot of people don’t know about this.”
Even China’s educated youth have only a foggy understanding of the incident, and they’re skittish
about discussing it openly. Textbooks don’t mention the violence that left hundreds, maybe thousands,
dead in the streets of Beijing. The Chinese Internet has been scrubbed of all but the official accounts.
(The first result on the search engine Baidu is from the People’s Daily concluding that the incident
“taught the party and the people a useful lesson.”) The Chinese government has arrested dozens of
people in recent weeks for planning or participating in events related to the anniversary, and police
have warned foreign journalists not to cover the story. Still, most young Chinese people I approached
were willing to talk—as long as they could remain anonymous.

TANK MAN-THE UNKNOWN REBEL
ICONIC PHOTOGRAPH
This iconic photo of Tiananmen Square draws ‘blank stares’ by the majority of Chinese
people, 30 years after it was taken. We ponder on the power of censorship.
https://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/military/iconic-photo-of-tiananmen-square-massacre-draws-blank-stares-in-china-30years-after-it-was-taken/news-story/38655472aaa0f5c4ad9dfdf1718e5516

https://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/military/iconic-photo-of-tiananmen-square-massacre-draws-blank-stares-in-china-30years-after-it-was-taken/news-story/38655472aaa0f5c4ad9dfdf1718e5516

ACTIVITIES
Study the photograph
 List the people and objects in the photograph
 Imagine the thoughts going through the Tank Man’s mind, the people watching, and the
soldiers in the tanks. Explain these diverse thoughts.
 What could be positive and negative outcomes of Tank Man’s actions?
 How do you determine whether the photograph is real or fake?
ICT
 A Chinese man stands alone to block a line of tanks. He was pulled away by bystanders,
and the tanks carried on. https://qz.com/1617627/striking-pictures-from-tiananmen-square30-years-on/
 How the photo almost didn’t happen https://www.sbs.com.au/news/how-the-photo-thatshowed-tiananmen-square-s-horror-to-the-world-almost-didn-t-happen
 Why Photos of Tiananmen Square’s “Tank Man” Were Hidden in a Hotel Toilet
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/why-photos-of-tiananmen-squares-tank-manwere-hidden-in-a-hotel-toilet/
Video
 CNN Footage of the world-renowned man who faced down a series of tanks.
https://allthatsinteresting.com/tiananmen-square-massacre-protests-1989
Lesson Plan
 Tank Man: a picture is worth how many words?
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/teach/tankman/lesson.html

AFTER 30 YEARS: HONG KONG
HONG KONG IS GOVERNED UNDER THE
‘ONE COUNTRY, TWO SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK’’
By Gary Cheung
The scale and nature of the crackdown in
Tiananmen Square changed everything for Hong
Kong, ending talks of developing a democracy,
and an open election for the city’s leader (24
May, 2019).
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3011330/why-tiananmen-square-protests-still-cast-shadow-over-hong

Candlelight vigil at Hong Kong’s
Victoria Park-more than 180,000
gathered to mark the 30th anniversary
of the Tiananmen Square crackdown
in Beijing in June 4 1989.
‘However in the days leading up to
the 30th anniversary of June 4, YY, a
popular live streaming platform in
mainland China, updated its keyword
blacklist. Updates to the list included
306 June 4 related keywords of which
one third are related to Hong Kong.’
https://advox.globalvoices.org/2019/06/27/chinas-censored-histories-the-evolving-blacklist-on-tiananmen-massacre/
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3013115/hong-kong-keeps-tiananmen-crackdown-memory-alive-record
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/law-and-crime/article/3013761/protesters-police-fight-pitched-battles-after-peaceful

The events of 1989 affected people in Hong
Kong, then still a British colony.
However in 2019, younger residents are less
bothered about the 1989 commemoration, but
are focusing on political concerns closer to
home, such as the:
 Extradition Bill and
 Anniversary of the British handover of
Hong Kong to China in 1997.
Both led to demonstrations.
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3012057/hongkong-has-kept-flame-tiananmen-square-crackdown-alive

Video:
 Hong Kong vigil marks 30 years since Tiananmen crackdown
https://www.scmp.com/topics/tiananmen-square-crackdown-video

PROTESTS IN HONG KONG OVER EXTRADITION BILL
June 9, 2019
Protesters hold placards as they stage
protest against the controversial extradition
bill in Hong Kong. The extradition law has
aroused concerns that this legislation would
undermine Hong Kong’s independent
judicial system as the extradition bill would
force Hong Kong to hand over fugitives to
mainland China, where a fair trial might not
be guaranteed. (AP Photo)
https://www.mercurynews.com/2019/06/09/photosand-video-hundreds-of-thousands-in-hong-kongprotest-law-to-allow-extraditions-to-china-as-policepepper-spray/

Organisers say more than a million
protesters marched in Hong Kong on
Sunday against the extradition bill
(Photo by Anthony Kwan/Getty
Images)
https://www.mercurynews.com/2019/06/09/photosand-video-hundreds-of-thousands-in-hong-kongprotest-law-to-allow-extraditions-to-china-as-policepepper-spray/

PROTESTS IN HONG KONG OVER UK HANDOVER TO CHINA 22
YEARS A GO
July 1, 2019.
The Hong Kong government marked
the 22nd anniversary of the former
British colony's return to China, as
police faced off with protesters
outside the venue.
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2019-0630/hong-kong-braces-for-more-protests-on-handoveranniversary
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2019-0630/hong-kong-braces-for-more-protests-on-handoveranniversary

Protesters holding umbrellas face off
police officers in anti-riot gear in
Hong Kong. Protesters pushed
barriers and dumpsters into the streets
early Monday morning in an apparent
bid to block access to a symbolically
important ceremony marking the
anniversary of the return of the
former British colony to China. (AP
Photo/Kin Cheung)
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2019-06-30/hong-kong-braces-for-more-protests-on-handover-anniversary

ACTIVITIES
Explain the two cartoons. What are their messages? Who are the characters? What are
the problems facing Hong Kong?

http://www.asiaobserver.org/hong-kong-demonstrations-in-cartoons

http://www.asiaobserver.org/asian-political-cartoons/2014-10-14

Summarise the information at the following websites as an oral report.
 Hong Kong protests against extradition bill spurred by fears about long arm
of China
 http://theconversation.com/hong-kong-protests-against-extradition-bill-spurred-by-fears-about-long-arm-of-china-118539
 Hong Kong protesters storm government building over China’s extradition bill
https://edition.cnn.com/asia/live-news/hong-kong-july-1-protests-intl-hnk/index.html


Hong Kong: Protesters storm and deface parliament on handover anniversary
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-48821640



Hong Kong protest: China says violent demonstrations 'totally intolerable'
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jul/02/chinese-media-calls-for-zero-tolerance-after-violent-hong-kong-protess

WHAT BECAME OF BRIGHTEST
DISSIDENTS?
By Jeffie Lam
Some 400 intellectuals, students
and officials became exiles in wake
of the June 4 1989 crackdown,
settling in Europe, the United
States and Taiwan.
Separated from their families, the
brightest and best set out to
remember the events of June 4,
1989, and promote democracy on
the Chinese mainland from
overseas. However, over time it has
led to disarray and infighting in the
ranks (30 May, 2019)
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3012261/adrift-abroad-amid-sense-loss-and-longing-what-became

ACTIVITIES
YouTube
 Operation yellow bird https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYgUB3b8Nok
The government charged protesters, hundreds were executed and a manhunt ensued to find
the leaders of the movement who had escaped the slaughter. They became China’s “most
wanted” public enemies.
 How China's activists escaped to Hong Kong after the Tiananmen crackdown
https://www.scmp.com/video/china/1607948/how-chinas-activists-escaped-hong-kongafter-tiananmen-crackdown
ICT
 China’s brightest and best, now exiled and alienated
https://www.inkstonenews.com/politics/tiananmen-square-dissidents-exiled-and-adriftaboard-amid-sense-loss-and-longing/article/3012594
 Operation Yellow Bird: How Tiananmen activists fled to freedom through Hong Kong
by Jeffery Lam. https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/article/1519578/operationyellow-bird-activists-recall-flights-freedom-through-hong
 Endless nightmares, ruined lives: the Tiananmen legacy. Poet Liao Yiwu’s searing
account of what happened in Beijing on June 4, 1989, and its lasting impact, collected
from witnesses. https://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/arts-culture/article/3015526/people-whocannot-forget-tiananmen-crackdown-and-lives-it.
 Movie: Operation Yellow Bird (2016). The unpublished story of the secret rescue of
Chinese Tiananmen dissidents who mysteriously disappeared after standing up to the
Chinese government during Tiananmen Square protests in 1989. Until now, infiltration has
been attributed to the CIA, but this investigation reveals a different story in which a
French diplomat takes the lead role.
https://www.amazon.com/Operation-Yellow-Bird-Jean-Pierre-Montagne/dp/B078MHRVWF

WHY IS THERE ONLY A REMOTE
CHANCE OF A REPEAT OF CHINA’S
TIANANMEN PROTESTS?
By Josephine Ma and Guo Rui
 Why there is only a remote chance of a repeat of China’s Tiananmen protests. Beijing
exerts a tight grip over society through police, jailing pro-democracy advocates and
controlling community groups.
Photograph: https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3012764/why-there-only-remote-chance-repeat-chinas-tiananmenprotests

 Surveillance technology guards against a repeat of the 1989 protests in Tiananmen
Square in Beijing.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_surveillance_in_China; https://www.sbs.com.au/news/dateline/china-s-horrifying-new-surveillancesystem-could-have-global-consequences

It would be “very hard” for anything like
the pro-democracy demonstrations at
Beijing’s Tiananmen Square in 1989 to
happen again, said Robert Daly, a former
U.S. diplomat to China.
Prior to June 4, 1989 you had a period of
relative openness in China in which people
were free to read, to discuss ideas, to
interact with foreigners; it was a highly
idealistic period as Chinese people got to
know the rest of the world and recover from
the Maoist period.
Thirty years since the day of the bloody
crackdown, China has grown into the world’s second-largest economy, and its people have
been accorded more freedom to travel and to choose their line of work. Still, that doesn’t
mean the spirit of 1989 is poised to again take hold. “It’s a consumerist society, so you don’t
have the same kind of idealism,” said Daly. Other experts echoed the notion that China’s
economic gains have contributed to less interest in activism.
Since 1989, China has decided that politically it will clamp down on all dissent. It will
concentrate all the resources on developing the economy, added Francis Lun, CEO Securities
in Hong Kong. “Develop the economy, let people enjoy economic success so they will not ask
for political reforms — and so far, they have succeeded.”
Censorship of the internet in China has been intensifying under President Xi Jinping, and
businesses have come under growing pressure to block content that Beijing sees as sensitive.
Technology has played a key role in consolidating the control of the Chinese Communist
Party, said Lun. “They can control the thoughts of everybody, including dissenters, in China
... At any slightest hint of dissent, they will snuff it out.”
Nationalist Chinese newspaper The Global Times, which is run by the Communist Partyowned People’s Daily, calls the events of June 4 at Tiananmen Square a “faded historical
event” and deemed the country’s “dropping the incident” a “political success.”
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/06/04/it-would-be-very-hard-for-tiananmen-protests-to-happen-again-expert.html
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3012764/why-there-only-remote-chance-repeat-chinas-tiananmen-protests

IMPACT OF TIANANMEN ON
CHINA’S FOREIGN POLICY 1990
https://www.nbr.org/publication/the-impact-of-tiananmen-on-chinas-foreign-policy/

The tragedy that unfolded around Tiananmen Square in June 1989 had an immediate impact on China’s foreign
relations. Together with its allies, the United States quickly imposed a series of diplomatic and economic
sanctions against China. The details of those sanctions varied from country to country, but in general they
involved the suspension of high-level official visits, official development assistance and export credits, and sales
of military and police equipment. The relaxation controls on the transfer of advanced technology to China, both
by individual governments and by the Coordinating Committee (COCOM), was also postponed. Under pressure
from the United States and members of the European Community, the World Bank and the Asian Development
Bank agreed to halt lending to China. These official actions were supplemented by the unofficial and spontaneous
decisions of private individuals and institutions in Europe, Japan, and the United States to reconsider the
desirability of conducting business with China.
The net impact of all these decisions on China’s foreign relations has been substantial. The level of official
dialogue between China and the West has fallen sharply. Western nations have suspended military relations for
the most part, although some low-level contacts involving the sharing of intelligence, discussion of strategic
issues, and design of weapons systems appear to continue. There have been dramatic declines in revenues from
tourism (down 20 percent in 1989), direct foreign investment (down 22 percent in the first half of 1990), and
foreign lending (down 40 percent in 1989), although Beijing has been able to protect its foreign exchange
balances by imposing strict controls over imports.
It is clear, then, that China’s relations with much of the world were deeply affected by the Tiananmen Incident.
But what about China’s own foreign policy? One might have expected changes in Chinese foreign policy after
June 1989. Sanctions could have produced a harsh retaliatory response. The more conservative leadership that
emerged from the crisis might have adopted a more rigid foreign policy than its predecessors. And the more
sceptical approach toward economic and political reform that appeared after the Tiananmen Incident could have
been accompanied by a less forthcoming attitude toward economic and cultural relations with the West.

ICT


How the world reacted to the Tiananmen Square bloodbath
https://larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1989/eirv16n25-19890616/eirv16n25-19890616_030-how_the_world_reacted_to_the_tia.pdf

 The West condemns the crackdown

https://www.nytimes.com/1989/06/05/world/the-west-condemns-thecrackdown.html?mtrref=www.google.com.au&gwh=FFBF99352DF983265344F62985DB7099&gwt=pay

 China, the world remembers Tiananmen massacre

https://www.hrw.org/news/2014/06/03/china-world-remembers-tiananmen-massacre


In the US. Response to Tiananmen, a delicate balance between geopolitics and human
rights https://www.cfr.org/event/us-response-tiananmen-delicate-balance-between-geopolitics-and-human-rights

AUSTRALIA’S RESPONSE TO TIANANMEN
SQUARE 1989
Cabinet papers 1988-89: Bob Hawke offered asylum to Chinese students.
Then Australian Prime Minister, Bob Hawke did not consult cabinet before making a tearful
promise to allow Chinese students to stay after the Tiananmen Square massacre.
More than 42,000 Chinese students were granted permanent visas by the Labor government
in the aftermath of Tiananmen
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2015/jan/01/cabinet-papers-1988-89-bob-hawke-acted-alone-in-offering-asylum-to-chinesestudents

ICT
 Children of the Revolution
https://www.smh.com.au/national/children-of-the-revolution-20031226-gdi1qx.html


Video https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/videos/bob-hawkes-1989-speech-on-the-tiananmen-squaremassacre/2304989516408554/

PERSPECTIVES
...I knew Deng Xiaoping was right. I have not changed my mind. There are more than 300
cities in China. When you have that kind of wildfire, you either stamp it out quickly or you
are burnt out yourself. ...You have to remember that this is China. When you attack the
emperor, that’s it. He paid in blood for the right to govern.
Singapore Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew
in an interview at the 2001 World Economic Forum held in Davos, Switzerland
http://www.hartford-hwp.com/archives/55/852.html

How the GPRC [Government of the Peoples’ Republic of China] decides to deal with its
citizens involved in recent events in China is an internal affair. How the USG [United States
of America Government] and the American people view that activity is, equally, an internal
affair. Both will be governed by the traditions, culture, and values peculiar to each.
Classified USA State Department document entitled Themes dated June 29, 1989.
http://www.hartford-hwp.com/archives/55/852.html

The west is complicit in the 30-year cover-up of Tiananmen
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/04/china-tiananmen-square-beijing

Video: Tiananmen Square: A soldier's perspective
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-05-31/tiananmen-square:-a-soldiers-perspective/11169830

How China, the West and the ABC buried the real story of the Tiananmen Square massacre
https://independentaustralia.net/politics/politics-display/how-china-the-west-and-the-abc-buried-the-real-story-of-tiananmen-squaremassacre,6549

In 2019 China state-run media Global Times acknowledges and defends 1989
Tiananmen Square incident
The incident, it said, is a 'vaccination' to increase China's immunity against any major
political turmoil in the future.
The Global Times editorial defended the Chinese government’s control of the crackdown,
calling it a “political success”. Furthermore, the editorial elaborated that “avoiding arguing”
has contributed to China’s success in becoming the world’s second largest economy since
then.
“As a vaccination for the Chinese society, the Tiananmen incident will greatly increase
China’s immunity against any major political turmoil in the future.”
Apart from defending the incident, the editorial also described the historical context of
China’s political climate in 1989, stating that Chinese intellectuals during that time were far
less mature and “filled with idealism”.
Now, however, it stated that China’s intellectuals have understood the significance of
developing the nation through “evolutions instead of revolutions”.
https://mothership.sg/2019/06/ccp-china-defend-tiananmen/

ACTIVITIES
CARTOON INTERPRETATION

https://imgur.com/gallery/GSkUFS4

https://chinacartoons.wordpress.com/tag/tiananmen-square/

Explain why are the Chinese people are not
allowed to remember the Tiananmen Square
massacre in 1989.
How has the government hidden this event?

What is meant by ‘modernity of cracking
dissidents’?
How effective is the internet in controlling
thoughts that can evolve into protests in China
today?

https://www.dailydot.com/news/tiananmen-square-massacre-chinasina-censor/

https://www.scmp.com/comment/opinion/article/3012891/june-4perhaps-us-should-forget-tiananmen-if-we-are-ever-move-anger.

Imagine you are a Chinese student participating List the main characters in the cartoon.
in the 1989 protest. Retell your story
What is the message?

ACTIVITIES
COMPARE TIANANMEN SQUARE JUNE 1989 WITH JUNE 2019.
Account for the differences.
Video:
Tiananmen-Then 1989 and now 1989 https://www.scmp.com/video/china/3012629/tiananmen-square-then-and-now

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/politics/article/3012764/why-there-only-remote-chance-repeat-chinas-tiananmen-protests

SEARCH THE INTERNET FOR THE TRUTH: JUNE 4, 1989.
Adapted: https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/teach/tankman/hand1.html

Imagine two high school students are conducting research on the 1989 Tiananmen Square
massacre. One student is researching the subject from a school in Australia, while the other
is researching the same event from a school in China. Explain how the research would differ.
Include the following:
 How many web links can be accessed? https://www.google.com/; http://www.google.cn/
 What is the content in these links?
 Why do you think the content of Google.com's search page differs from Google.cn's
search page?

PERSPECTIVES-STUDENT PROTESTOR VERSUS GOVERNMENT
OFFICIAL
After reading and discussing the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre research the perspective
of a student protester and a communist government official.
Write a research-based diary entry covering one of these people’s points of view.

STORY BOARD
Create a story board outlining the causes and impacts of the 1989 Tiananmen Square
massacre. For example:

https://www.storyboardthat.com/storyboards/8d21cdc2/china-project

IN MEMORY

A replica of the memorial in the Polish city of Wrocław depicting a destroyed bicycle and a tank track as a symbol of the Tiananmen Square
protests. The original was destroyed by Security Service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1989_Tiananmen_Square_protests#/media/File:Wroclaw-pomnik_Tien-An-Men.jpg

ICT
Despite harassment, vandalism and protests, the world's only Tiananmen Museum in
Hong Kong https://time.com/5577212/hong-kong-china-tiananmen-massacre-museum-june-4-1989/

